THE MOST EXCLUSIVE WEDDING VENUE ON THE CALIFORNIA COAST

With its gorgeous seaside setting, beautiful and romantic ceremony venues with dramatic views of the
Pacific Ocean and the very finest personalized service, The Resort at Pelican Hill® has become the most
exclusive venue for weddings on the California coast for many reasons.
Location and Luxury
Along one of the most pristine and protected coastal enclaves remaining in Southern California, Pelican
Hill is set on 504 acres overlooking the Pacific Ocean in the chic town of Newport Beach. There is no
more exquisite place, and no more exclusive resort, to celebrate the exchange of vows. The extraordinary
Five-Diamond destination Resort has set a new paradigm in exclusivity, service and guest experience.
Three Incomparable, Scenic Settings
Elegant Mar Vista is the perfect reception venue with its ultra-luxurious appointments, high ceilings and
expansive walls of glass bathing the ballroom in light and showcasing eye-catching ocean and links views.
The space opens to an expansive ocean-view terrace, creating indoor-outdoor celebrations. Up to 220
guests can be accommodated for dining and dancing. Mar Vista is also separate from the hotel, with its own
arrival area, allowing for more private weddings.
Charming La Cappella, the resort's indoor wedding venue, is a uniquely romantic, free-standing building
with its distinctive fireplace, hand-hewn wooden ceilings, bell tower and views to the sea. It is separate
from the hotel for a more private event, and accommodates 120 for banquets and 180 for receptions.
The idyllic Wedding Lawn, in a verdant and private setting, is the ultimate outdoor venue featuring an
iconic Palladian rotunda and spectacular vistas over the resort, golf courses, and Pacific coastline. It
accommodates up to 270 for a banquet and 350 for a reception.
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Personalized Service
Couples enjoy the ultimate in personalization
throughout the planning stages, to ensure
every detail of their event is arranged and
implemented to their preference. Pelican
Hill limits celebrations to just one wedding at
a time, ensuring unwavering attention and
heightened exclusivity.
Once the couple checks in, a wedding butler
is assigned to tend to their every need in their
every need. Pelican Hill also provides a
complimentary wedding night
accommodation for the couple. The Resort’s
Villas are particularly attractive to brides,
grooms and their guests. Offering two-,
three- and four- bedrooms, gourmet
kitchens, luxurious bathrooms, private
terraces with stunning ocean views and an
unprecedented range of amenities and
services, the Villas are the ultimate
accommodations – unlike anything found at
other resorts – offering exceptional versatility
for accommodating family and friends
attending the wedding event.
Conveniently located just steps away from
ceremony and reception spaces, the Bridal
Suite provides a private place to enjoy
moments together with family and friends. It
features a spacious dressing room, adjoining
gown storage and a luxurious salon and
make-up station. A rich backdrop for
photography, the Suite’s comfortable
upholstered seating, silk pillows and an
elegant color palette of soft greens, gold and
ivory allows the bride to relax and take center
stage.
Wedding guests are looked after by a
dedicated Wedding Concierge, who greets
guests, organizes the couple’s gifts and creates
a gift list.
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